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[i w York,
In reply to your letter of December 2, I am privileged to submit a
few remarks concerning• federally-sponsored social research . I understand that you have already made some use of the studies conducted
by Mr . William Ellis and myself which appeared in the American
Behavorial Scientist under the title of The Federal Gove ;--nment in
Behavorial Science, Nay 1964 . [These are reproduced in Part I .]
Several hundred pages would be all too little for the task that you
have set. However, following your suggestion, I shall comment on
your questionnaire in the order in which the questions are presented .
I hope that you will understand that they are in no way a substitute
for the careful and systematic studies that I have published in this
area .
A . THE ROLE OI' PRIVATE SOCIAL SCIEN7TSTS IVITII REGARD TO GOVERNMENT
POLICIES AND PROGRAMS

2. I believe it is a fact that political scientists and a number of
social scientists leave diminished the amount of energies that they devote to practical issues of public policy because of their increased
concern with technical problems and the theoretical problems of their
disciplines. Yet the opinions of political scientists and social scientists are needed on governmental affairs and they form an ever
larger part of those concerned with active politics .
But on the other hand, they cannot progress scientifically unless
they divorce themselves, a large part of the time, from debate on
issues. I would say that the academic man has no more responsibility
to spend his time examining issues of public policy than the next man,
and that responsible public officials have no more authority to call
upon them to devote themselves to these issues than any private citizens
would have . I think it is only reasonable to rely upon tl -ie judgment of
individual scholars themselves as to when they may devote themselves
to issues of public policy, and to what extent .
3. The federal government should expect no more from private
social scientists in the formation, im plementation, and evaluation of
national policies and programs than they would expect from an) , other
type of citizen of like education, background, and affluence . That is,
they would normally get more than the average, possibly considerably
more than the average . More than that the federal government may
obtain by appropriating resources to that end, just as they would by
buying other commodities on the open market .
4. Although my substantive field is political science, I have an
interest in tie jihilosophy and methodology of social science, and I
shall answer this question broadly . We can do much today to bring
rationality and scientific method to bear upon the determination of
alternate means of achieving public objectives . This :s as much a
matter of o1'gani2afion as it is of individual interest . T': :e sciences
have to be or-ganize.d appropriately into projects or pro_I :uus for the
purpose. of contributing directly to the solution of social hr,_ - fetus.
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It is important to understand that practical problems do not have
a natural or neutral or scientific solution . In most cases it is necessary
to know ahead of time where you want to go, what you want to do, and
what is the preferred situation that you foresee, before you institute
(lie, scientific operations themselves . Now, of course : the social sciences
,ire., and all sciences are, able, in the process of lending their technical
expertness, to provide new insights atout the motives and preferences,
of policy-makers that were never before thought about ; therefore these
insights actually do have an effect upon decisions and policies and
preferences . This very important fact should not lead us to abandon
all restraint in preaching, as scientists, our own solutions for social
problems.
u . It is difficult to prove that any science has solved a major social
problem . Even in the physical sciences and in chemistry and encruiecring it is difficult to show what developments were produced by
scientists and which by "mere mechanics" . As I see the matter, we
have, progressed largely by producing an ever larger number of social
and political engineering experts, and the whole of governmental
operations has been raised correspondingly .
6. There is always a danger that both natural and social scientists
%% - ill color their findings ancI allow their personal and political views
to intrude on their work . Science is no substitute for appropriate
and intelligent political su ervision . The government itself, parI iciilarly Congress and the Presidency, need a reorganization to cope
wide the problem of supervising Congress .
13 .

ON THE BALANCE OF FEDERAL EXPENDITURES FOR SOCIAL RESEARCH

T . Not only is data complicated but solutions are coin plicated
here . The policy-snaking apparatus of the government needs to be
ex ;unined to devise new methods by which scientific materials and
studies may be more readily and understandably conveyed to the
policy-maker . This is only partly a matter of money since very few
millions of dollars would go a long way lwre . The problem is one of
the lime of decision-makers to participate ill the action-research re(viii -ed . They have to sit down with scientists in various areas of
policy to determine just what kind of information flow they need, liowwto handle it, how to "kick it back and forth," how to emerge with
solutions which the policy-makers believe are representative with
respect to the country .
I have indicated in other writings, Congress : Tii'st Branch of GO ernnaent l A~,p,portionment tand Jiepresentative Go rei~nmnent, and various
articles in he American Behaviol ,al Scientist, what are some of the
topics that need to be especially researched and what institnliosis
are needed to do so . For example, a sanctions institute, for research
in all the ways in which governments establish penalties and execute
penalties for violations of the myriad regnl ;itions and laws, and for
deterniininor the actual effects of different kinds of sanctions is needed .
8 . Auiiierous agencies sponsor social research of excellent qi ility .
I think nobody can know the answer to this and even the collected
jiiilgnient may be difficult to justify .
`? . Here again, any mauling at this point would not l,e useful .
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10. This again is subject to an overall survey and coordination frons
the standpoint of policy .
11 . This is an important point . Costs and benefits of social research
projects and programs can be ri ; , asured with enout?•h reliability to
serve the decision-making process . It has not been cone, and should
be done . The place to do it is in Congress and in associated research
councils and institutions of the Congress, bringing in, of course, the
executive agencies for information, consultation, and advice . The
major priorities should be with Congress .
C . ON THE INSTITUTIONAL LOCATION OF SOCIAL In?SEARCIT

12. The federal agencies should sponsor at universities only research
which they can in no sense control . They may sponsor at independent .
non-profit organizations research of ail kinds . The same thing is
true of profit-inaking organizations . That is, they should endeavor
to conduct as much research as 1possible outside of the agency and they
should attempt to favor research done by profit .-making organizations
as opposed to independent non-profit, organizations . The reason for
this is that the profit making organizations may well have better
efficiency records and furthermore pay large sums of taxes on their
profits . More research is needed in this area to determine the efficiency of the one type of organization as against the other . I appreciate that universities have grown to be de]pendent upon sponsored
research that goes right clown into the heart of the institution . 'Phis is
a serious condition, which the university administrators, if they are
deeply concerned with the university programs in the arts and scieiwes,
would deplore .
13 . It would be better if the government, left a greatt many kinds
of social research entirely to non-governmental sponsors . It does
not make sense for the go~ernment simply to a ct. as a great collector
and disseminator of many types of social research . If the government, becomes interested in one or another type of research from time
to time, it may discover many methods for stimulating such r>,sevch
without undertaking it or sponsoring it directly . The task of defining
what types of research are best, not done by government is extremely
complicated and cannot be undertaken here .
D. RESEARCH ADMINISTRATION

14 . There are numerous restraints and restrictions on freedom of
puj)lication in government grants for contracts for research . They
have to do with the nature of the sponsor, what proportion of the
research may be published, if any at all, and many other restrictions .
Sometimes there are no restrictions . One takes a position having to
do with all the factors involved in the situation . The main problem
arises when there is a misunderstanding at the beginning about who
should be free to publish what .
1ii . There has been some problem of advance clearing of questionnaires . Actually, the problem sometimes arises even when people
from l1ie outside . ask questions of agencies . Despite the fact, that the
,i~reiiey does not have to ans~~er the gtiestionnaire from the . outside,
it III-IN, attempt to tell the outside party that. i t is required to clear with
tIW] u reau of the Budget . This is not the law .
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E . ETHICS

IG . Various ethical issues around the right of privacy or the right
to not he researched will continue to constitute aa sore problenn . It is
case' to foresee that the federal government may bull promote a
nui.ber of intrusions upon privacy and liberty in this regard and also
impose onerous restrictions of all types on the use of research funds,
in the name of defending liberty . ].'his is a formidable bureaucratic
problem that may be inevitable and permanent . The long chain of
command and line of communications from the subject through the
research organization through all the agencies of government including the police and justice agents may end up in a depre sing tangle
in which neither individual right nor free research is helped .
F. ON GOVEIIXJIENTAL ORGANIZATION TOI{ THE SOCIAL SCIENCES

17 . I believe that the Congress should again consider the question
whether the National Science Foundation is a necessary institution .
Government grants of a large scale to research may be desirable, but
there are other methods of handling the problem without creating a
lame establishment in Washington for the purpose . For instance, the
universities of the country are already in the . business of doing re,
scarch. They know how to spend money fora large variety of research
and most; often do not undertake work of import-ance in certain areas
because of lack of funds and not because of lack of desire . 'There is
little reason to believe that, an allocation of fluids oil some general
principle set by the Congress may not result, in such a . university's
doing the kinds of research it, thinks it should do . N .S .F . and all the,
other research agencies of the federal governnnennt are together c,inIributing measurably to the bureaucratization of higher • education in
America . Indirectly this may be contributing to the wide-sprrad
student discontent around the country .
lie students generally feel
Ilial the nniver- ;ity has stopped looking, in their direction, but instead
is looking in the direction of sources of support and activities that
do not reflect upon the welfare or intellectual advanccuuent of Ibe
St .dent body .
IS . If there is nothing wrong withh the establishment of a national
science foundation, then there can be nothing wrong with the establislunent of a national social science foundation . Since there is a
"reat need for applied or policy science, research in the social sciences,
4t1 would be well to institute a social science research . foundation under
the auspices of Congress, rather than in a separate foundation, recognizing the applied or practical aspect of the social sciences as it has
never been recognized before. Sln .ullaneously, the Congress aught
Wish to establish a fund for the advancement of the social sciences
that would be parcelled out among eligible institutions in the country
regardless of need, but only by sonne measure of proportionality or
capacity . This would he one may of esperiinentbig with the theory
that, a great, national establishment for the spending of research funds
in the, pure sciences is unnecessary and may ultimately have sonne
ell'( ct 11pon the question of the establishment or the continuing cstablisluuent of the N .S.1+ .
7s-11 ::--c.-
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19 . 1 think that White I-louse conferences generally are most effective when the President and his advisors know what they want ahead
of time . The conference is a useful . tool to help obtain it. Here, I
think that such a conference would not know what it wanted to do
ahead of time and would therefore produce a rather confused report
that would neither help clarify the nature of social science nor advance
the cause of social science .
20 . There is no basic distinction between social and natural sciences,
nor between social and natural science technology, nor between applied
and pure science in the social and natural sciences . Therefore, any
separation of the two is likely to be false, when that separation is
founded upon a desire to give more practical effect to the social sciences .
The result is likely to be the continued neglect of social science considerations in natural science judgment and a further isolation of the
social sciences . This would be true even though a slight slackening
of a few social science research budgets in the government might occur .
Actually, the federal government is now spending a great deal of
money in social research . Much of it, as in the OMce of Education,
and the National Institutes of Health, is as wasteful and guilty of
disproportionately swelling certain areas, not necessarily the most
important ones in the social . sciences, as much as are the counterpart,
expenditures in the natural sciences . The total picture is not a pleasant
one . But neither is it worse in the social sciences than in the natural
sciences . Until such time as Congress decides to consider as a whole
the role of government in research and development, this picture will
continue to dominate science in government . The only office of social science attached to the executive or the legislative branch of government that I could presently contemplate with equanimity would be an
office charged with responsibility for recommending the disengagement of the federal government from a great variety of natural and
social science prograins of research and the handing over of such
pro grams to autonomous local educational institutions and foundation
and research groups . The only quality that entitles the federal governinent to en age in a great amount of research and to sponsor and
distribute funs for a great amount of research is its ability to collect
funds from the population . If this thesis be held firmly in mind,
one would be apt to come to much clearer and firmer conclusions about
government research policies and organization.
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situation rests with the government ; in many areas in which t re
n hsl ant ial consensus o the economics profession, the adv' e of
econol ists is not solicited, recognized, or followed . A par of tho
respons unity, however, rests with the economics professio , on net,
compare to other professions, recognition and reward ' 1 the ecolioirllcs pr ession are probably heavily biased in fac
of making
small impre ements in our professional tools rather hall in using
hese views are proba ly best express
these tools .
in flip article
I>v George J. S 'glen on "Tile Econo list and the SO - e" in The
Amer- Economic eview of liar
65 . As an i dividual, 1 do not
believe the econo ist has any sp
I responsibil' y except as a citizen
to examine issues o ublic polic . In aa situat n, however, in which
]lis activities are el ler directl or indirect, supported by public
funds, the economist, f cours , has a resp lsibility consistent with
the nature of his contra tual commitment .
3. The federal goveri ent should exp t no special contribua- ion by
private economists except a~ clLizens,
the formulation, implementation, and evaluation of ational licies and programs . U the
margin, free advice from an prof sion is worth just what is costs .
I f t lie federal government desi 'es greater contribution by economist s
to the resolution of its problem it should expect. to have to increase
the level of public financing of , omit research or spell out the terms
of existing public support rat er m . e carefully.
4. There are several ma n area of domestic social problems in
which there is a substanti consensus mong the economics profession
in which the assistance o economists is ither ignored or inadequately
recognized . Among tl se areas are th public welfare and income
maintenance program ; the agricultural 1 'ice support programs ; the
regulation of transp rtation rind co:umunl it ions ; the social control
of air pollution,wa rpollution .andnoise ;fe eraldisasterpolicy ;uso
of public lands ; a d federal iuyestanent in w. er and transportation
resources .
. (ltii'ing the la=
5 . A major c ltribution that econonlisls have i ale
several decade is the set of policies which reduc the flnrrnation in
,( negate cc I 01111C activity .111,1 prov1(1e 111 ellV'lr a ml-lit for ordellY
ce01101111C g r# wth . On these issues there is a suhst, ni Ill ('(liiSell ;'ii i
Within th profession concerning the appropriate po ties, alihou,i'h
t e re re
in substantial differences concerning the ratio ale for these
policies All other contributions by the, economics pr ession are
minor y comparison, but should be recognized . Anion, lith coilt ribu ons are the new information systems and mana(rem it techni(p s being used by the Department of Defense and gaining I
1118 use in other federal agencies . 13y and large, holyever ;;tlie
lie
p ential contribution of economists to improving the managenleu ~f
.
the public sector has barely been exploited
6 . 'There is a substantial danger, but no more so than from any other
profession, that economists will allow their personal and political views
to color their research findings and the interpretation of these findings .
One should not expect economists to be any more concerned about "tile
public welfare," whatever that means, than any other citizen . Major
Protection against the personal bias of economists and other professionals is to provide an environment in which all important poing of
til

